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1.01 This section covers the gradient metho.] of
locating leaks and restrictions in continuous

feed pressure systems. A method of computing
the indicated location of an air leak also is described.
Computations are made to verify the accuracy of
the plotted leak location before excavating to clear
leaks in buried or underground cables.

1.02 This section includes information formerly
contained in Sections 637-411·500, fj:17·411·r,01,

637·411-503, 637-413-503, 637-413-505, and 6:17·500·500.

1.03 This method requires the following:

• Positive pressures existing in the cable or
applied from auxiliary sources.

• Use of precision instruments to read pressures
to an accuracy of at least 0.025 psi. Although
the C pressure gauge is only graduated to
0.05 psi, interpolated readings of 0.025 can
be obtained with this instrument.

• Information such as cable size and length,
conductor insulation ancl gauge, cable
interlacing, location of valves, "lugs, and
associated bypasses.

• A clipboard or suitable hard surface,
straightedge, and hard lead pencil. It may
be desirable to have a triangular scale having
10 or 20 divisions to the inch.
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SECTION 637-410-504

• Form E-1017, Air Pressure Testing-Graph
of Pressure Readings (Fig. 3), or other
graph paper having 10 or 20 spaces to the
inch. Form E-1017 has 20 spaces to the
inch and is conveniently laid out for gradient
p lot.t.ing. When using other than Form
E-l 017 for gradient plotting, the accuracy
of th« graph paper should be checked.

2. MAKING PRESSURE READINGS

2.01 Pressure readings for leak location purposes
usually are made with a C pressure gauge

or an instrument of greater accuracy, such as a
mercury manometer. The hose on the instrument
shou Id be kept as short as practicable in order
that the air withdrawn from the cable to charge
the instrument and make the readings will not
seriously affect the pressure readings.

2.02 Pressure readings for a leak location test
should be taken by the same person, using

the same inst rument, to eliminate possible differences
in reading methods and instrument characteristics.

A. Preparation

2.03 Leak locating measurements should not be
undertaken without a thorough knowledge

of the physical arrangement of the cable plant in
question. This information should include types
and sizes of cable, locations of junctions of different
type cables, and locations of valves, plugs, bypass
connections, branch cables, air filled load cases,
de.

2.04 In addition, the employee should be familiar
with the general condition of the cable section

and the history of the cable, such as electrolysis
conditions, incidence of damage by outside parties,
location and cause of previously cleared leaks, etc.
Such knowledge is necessary to analyze the overall
pressure condition in the section, the possibility of
other leaks or restrictions, or of other work activity
on t.!l(' ('ahle such as open splices and pressure
charging ol",rations by other employees. This
informat.ion is of value in selecting the values where
pressure t"('adings will be taken and deciding on
t hr- mlls( advant.ag('ous method to be followed in
1lI;lkill~l: til(' prt'SSllrt' nlading~.

2.05 i\ Ily known restrictions or stoppages in the
(·ahl<· should h" cleared or bypassed before

start ill)': I('al< Illcating tests.
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2.06 If it is necessary to install temporary valves
or to make valve repairs that would disturb

the pressure gradient, allow sufficient time (several
hours may be required) for the pressure to stabilize.

2.07 When pressure readings are too low to plot
a gradient, auxiliary sources of pressure

should be applied by either the one- or two-source
method described in Part 7.

B. Selecting the Reading Valves

2.08 Pressure readings should be taken over a
continuous length of cable that includes at

least three evenly spaced valves on each side of
the suspected leak location. Evenly spaced valves
will minimize errors introduced by substitution of
straight lines for the true curve of a leak gradient
when plotting pressure graphs (see Part 4).

2.09 Where the leak is near a plug, a reading
should be obtained near the plug and, if

practicable, at one or more valve points between
the suspected leak and the plug. Readings also
should be obtained at three uniformly spaced valve
points on the side of the suspected leak away from
the plug.

2.10 Where the section of cable under test includes
two types of cable having different pneumatic

resistances, one of the reading valves should be
at the junction splice between the two types, and
at least one reading valve should be between the
junction splice and the suspected leak location to
establish the shape of the gradient in that portion.

2.11 Where the section of cable under test includes
a junction with a branch cable, one of the

reading valves should be located at the junction
splice, and at least one reading valve should be
between the junction and the suspected leak to
establish the shape of the gradient in that portion.

C. Placing Temporary Valves

2.12 Leak locating tests based on pressure readings
made at intervals exceeding 1000 feet

may not reveal the true shape of the gradi"nt
adjacent to the leak, the existence of morr- t.han
one leak, or restrictions or minor variut.ious in
pneumatic resistance in the cable. This may lead
to considerable error in leak location, particularly
where small leaks are involved.
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2.13 The shape of the critical portion of the
i!:radient can be more accurately determined

hy installing temporary valves, with a uniform
spacini!: of 500 to 1000 feet in the vicinity ·01' the
leak. Generally, the distance between the valves
should hI' sufficient to detect small differences in
pressur« hctweon adjacent valves when small leaks
an' involved.

C pressure gauge can be used where a rr-lativr
accuracy of +0.05 is adequate. When usini!: this
gauge, there is no advantage in spacing temporary
valves any closer than that which would result in
pressure differences less than 0.05 psi hot.weon
adjacent valves. For leaks of this size and smalk-r,
consideration should he given to the use of pn·cisioll
leak locating procedures descrihed in :-;,·(·tioll
637-412-500.

2.14 Suitable valve spacing can be determined
hy inspection of a gradient plotted from

r'"adini!:s at the regularly spaced valve points. The
2.15 Typical valve arrangements for undvrground

and buried cables are illustrated in Fig. 1.
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2.16 For convenience in making readings' and to
minimize the effects of temperature changes

of the cable, temporary valves can be extended to
street level at manholes, and to ground level on
buried cable installations, by means of a length of
suitable tubing, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

REMOVE vALVE STEM
AND INSTALL B PLASTIC
TUBING FITTING
(NOTE I J

3. PREPARATION OF GRAPH

A. Description of Form E-l017

3.01 Form E-I017, Air Pressure Testing-Graph
of Pressure Readings (Fig. 3) is available

MAKE SUPPORTING HOOK
FROM BONDING
RIBBON

""-2IN.~

ATTACH TUBING TO
F PRESSURE TESTING
VALVE USING. PLASTIC
TUBING FITTING AND
103B COUPLING __--., I
(NOTE 21

NOTES:

I. :~5~~CTR~~;g I~ ~c\~5~Ej~~_SI:SL_'z~~LVE
2. IMPERIAL EASTMAN 103-1 COUPLING OR

LOCALLY OBTAINED COUPLING.
(t/8 IN. FEMALE PIPE THREAD TO 1/8 IN.
FEMALE PIPE THREAD)

A. UNDERGROUND CABLE

ATTACH TUBING TO
F PRESSURE VALVE
IN THE SAME MANNER
DESCRIBED FOR
UNDERGROUND CABLE

INSTA,LL F PRESSURE
FLANGE AND CONNECT
PLASTIC TU81NG USING
B PLASTIC TUBING
FITTING

1/4 IN. PLASTIC TUBING

COVER EXPOSED CABLE WITH
6 TO 12 INCHES Of SOIL TO
PREVENT EXPOSURE TO SUN HEAT

B. BURIED CABLE

Fig. 2-Extending Valves to Ground Level
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AIR PRESSURE TESTING - GRAPH OF PRESSURE READINGS
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for plotting pressure gradients. This form is 8-1/2
by 11 inches in size, and the graph portion of the
form is .5-112 inches high by 10 inches long.

3.02 The graph is divided by lightweight lines
into 20 small blocks per inch. Every fifth

horizontal and vertical line is marked by a medium
weight line. Every tenth line is marked by a
heavy line to outline lIZ-inch blocks of 10 small
blocks. Distances in feet or units of pneumatic
resistance are plotted along the horizontal scale.
Pressures units are plotted along the horizontal
scale. Pressures in pounds are plotted vertically.

3.03 Space is provided at the top of the form
for entering valve location, measured pressure,

corrected pressure, valve location in feet, and the
scale to be used. Sufficient space is provided so
that these entries may be made directly above the
plotted location of the valve on the graph. At
the bottom of the form, there is space for general
information such as name of cable, date of test,
weather conditions, and results of leak location
test.

3.04 Completed forms should contain all data
pertinent to the test and retained as part

of the history record of the cable for reference
during subsequent maintenance work.

8. Information Required for Preparation

3.05 Before preparing the graph, it is necessary
to have the following information:

• All valve readings

• Distance between valves

• Size, gauge, type, and length of cables
involved.

C. Selecting Pressure Scale

3;06 To select the proper pressure scale, observe
the readings taken while isolating the fault

and subtract the highest and lowest pressure
n'adings for the length of cable being investigated.
Select, a scale from Table A so this pressure
difference will cover one-half to two-thirds of the
total pressure (vertical) range on Form E-1017.

3.07 When the faulty section is being fed from
two pressure sources, have the plotting
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TABLE A

PRESSURE SCALE

All Pressure. in Pound. per Square Inch, Gauge (psigl

SCALE PRI:SSURE
PRESSURE ONE-HALf

SMALL
NO. DIFFERENCE

RANGE INCH
BLOCK

OF GRAPH (10 DIVISIONS)

1 Less than 0.40 0.55 0.05 0.005

2 0.40 to 0.80 1.10 0.10 0.01

3 0.80 to 1.40 2.20 0.20 0.02

4 1.40 to 1.90 2.75 0.25 0.025

5 1.90 to 3.0 4.40 0.40 0.04

6 3.0 to 4.0 5.00 0.50 0.05

7 4.0 to 6.0 8.80 0.80 0.08

8 Over 6.0 11.00 1.00 0.10

range for pressures start at zero in order to permit
projecting the gradients on each side of the fault
to a point of intersection within the area of the
grid.

3.08 Avoid using pressure or distance scales
having fractional values per block, as they

are difficult to use and may lead to inaccuracies
in plotting.

3.09 If it is necessary to use a distance scale
(Table B) greater than No.8 because of

the distance under study, it is recommended that
pressure scales No.6, 7, or 8 be used to avoid
exaggerating small differences in pressure and
permit easier evaluation of the gradient.

D. Selecting Distance Scale

3.10 The distance scale should be selected to fit
the length of cable to be investigated. First,

add the valve spacings to determine the total
distance involved, and then select from Table B a
scale which will provide sufficient range for this
total distance. If the total distance falls between
two of the suggested scales, use the scale which
provides the greater total distance.

Note: Normally, it should not be necessary
to extend an aeria1 gradient beyond ,lOOO feet.
(generally, six valves at about .500-foot spacings).
With valve spacing of 3000 feet on buried or
underground cable, gradients normally should
not extend beyond six valves or 20,000 feet.



TABLE B

DISTANCE SCALE

TOTAL DISTANCE ONE·HALF
SMALLSCALE INCH

NO. RANGE OF GRAPH
lID DIVISIONS)

BLOCK
(FEET)

(FEET) (FEETI

1 1,000 50 5

2 2,000 100 10

3 3,000 150 15

4 4,000 200 20

5 5,000 250 25

6 8,000 400 40

7 10,000 500 50

8 15,000 750 75

9 20,000 1,000 100

10 30,000 1,500' 150

11 40,000 2,000 200

12 60,000 3,000 300

E. Selecting Pneumatic Resistance Scale

3.11 When the length of cable being investigated
contains sections of cables having different

Sir-I'S and gauges, use pneumatic resistance rather
than feel of cable as the horizontal component of
the gradient. The plotting of pressure ag-ainst
pneumatic resistance will eliminate changes in
I--':radient slope that result where the cable size or
I--':auge changes and pressure are plotted against
fl'l'L. This method of plotting will accordingly
simplify analysis of the gradient.

3.12 The pneumatic resistance scale (Table C)
should be selected so the total pneumatic

resistance of the cable being investigated can be
accommodated. First, consider the size, gauge,
and length of cables involved, and then from Table D
(Paper or' Pulp) or Table E (PIC), find the units
or pneumatic resistance per 1000 feet for the
different cables. Calculate the total units of
pneumatic resistance. Select from Table C a scale
which will provide sufficient range for the total
units of pneumatic resistance.

3.13 To find the pneumatic resistance units
between valve locations, refer to the example

shown in Fig. 8 and proceed as follows:

ISS I, SECTION 637-410-504

The cable between P-lfi and P-20 is a ;)OO-foi,(
length of 50-pair 22-l--':auge pulp-insulated ('ahiP
with a pneumatic rcsis tance of If, unil.s I"'t·
lOOO feet. The pneumatic rI'Sis(alH'I' units 1,,·\ WI'I'Il
P-Hi and P-20 an' found as follows:

Wi --; 10(0) X :,00 C.O 7.f) uII it.s

Follow this procedure for all cables involved.

TABLE C

PNEUMATIC RESISTANCE SCALE

ONE·HALF
SCALE

TOTAL PNEUM. RES. INCH SMAll

NO, OF GRAPH 110DIVISIONSI BLOCh.
(UNITS) (UNITS) (UNITS)

1 20 1 0.1

2 40 2 0.2

3 60 3 o.a
4 80 4 0.11

5 100 5 0.5

6 120 6 0,6

7 140 7 0.7

4. PLOTTING GRADIENTS

4.01 Select the proper distance or pneumatic
resistance scale and enter these values alonl--':

the top of the graph. If pressure is plotted al--':ainst
distance, enter the distance for each block of 10
as indicated in TableB, then indicate the distance
to the valve locations and the distances hetwcr-u
valves. If pressure is plotted against pneumatic
resistance, enter the pneumatic resistance between
valves and the size, gauge, and length of cable(s)
involved along the top portion of the graph. Light
vertical lines drawn the full height of the graph
at valve locations will simplify plotting pressure
values.

4.02 Enter the marker, pole or manhole number's
of the valves, the pressure readings, and

the corrected pressures across the top of till' form,
directly above each valve location.

4.03 Select the proper pressure scale and «nu-r
the pressure values along the left-hand sid..

of the graph. The highest value to be plot.tr-d
should be near the top of the graph in ordl'r to

Page 7
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TABLE D

PNEUMATIC RESISTANCE (RT} PER 1000 FEET

(PAPER· OR PULp·INSULATED CABLE)

GAUGE
SIZE

19 22 24 26

11 20.0 50.0 60.0 90.0

16 15.0 40.0 50.0 80.0

25 10.0 25.0 40.0 50.0

50 6.0 15.0 20.0 40.0

75 4.0 10.0 16.0 25.0

100 3.0 7.5 13.0 20.0

150 2.0 5.0 10.0 15.0

200 1.5 4.0 8.0 11.5

aoo 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.5

400 0.8 2.0 4.0 6.0

450 0.7 1.8 - -

600 - 1.5 2.5 4.5

900 - 1.0 1.9 3.0

1100 - 0.8 - -

1200 - 0.7 1.5 2.2

1500 - - 1.2 1.8

1800 _. - 0.9 1.6

2100 - - - 1.3

2400 -- - - 1.0

2700 - - - 0.8

3000 - - 0.7 9.0

3600 - - 0.6 9.0

allow ample space for extending gradient lines and
mukim; a leak intersection on the graph below the
low,'s( pr,,",ut"l' value.

4.04 Plot prvssu re readings with a sharp, hard
I,~ad pencil, and mark the dot on the graph

,'xaetly at the intersection of pressure and distance
or pru-uuurtic rosistance for each valve location.
J':neirl"ie these dots to facilitate reference and connect
(hem with accurately drawn straight lines.
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TABLE E

PNEUMATIC RESISTANCE (RT) PER 1000 FEET
(PIC - PLASTIC·INSULATED CONDUCTORS)

GAUGE
SIZE

17 19 20 22 24 26

6 - 6.0 - - - -

11 - 3.2 - 12.0 26.0 51.0

16 - 2.2 - 8.2 17.0 33.0

25 0.4 1.4 2.3 5.1 11.0 22.0

50 0.2 0.7 1.1 2.4 5.1 11.0

75 0.1 0.5 0.8 1.6 3.4 7.4

100 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.2 2.5 5.5

150 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.7 :J.7

200 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 1.2 2.7

300 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 o.s l.t!

400 - - 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.4

600 - - 0.1 0.2 0.4 o.s

900 - - - - 0.3 0.6

4.05 The plotted gradient then should be analyzed
for leak location, as described in Part :i.

5. ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE GRADIENTS

5.01 The analysis of pressure gradients requires
a thorough knowledge of the cable plant,

the conditions under which the tests were made,
and the past maintenance history of the section of
cable under test. Consideration also must he given
to the approximate position of the leak relative to
the ends of the cable section and the g"neral shape
of the pressure gradient for considerable distancrs
on each side of the leak.

5.02 The procedure for analyzing a graph is tl«
. same for both large and small leaks. Tho

location of a fault is indicated by tho in!.,'rseetion
of the projections of two straight-lin« gradi"nts,
each of which has been drawn through at least,
two, and preferably three, pressure r"adings on
each side of the fault. If only two ,",'ading's art
used to determine the projection of a straight linr-,
they should be no more than GOO feet apart.



5.03 I I' ox is tirig va lvvs in a cable are spaced
m orr- than ,,00 f'oet. apart, strail-(ht-line

gT"di.'nl.s should pass throujrh at lr-ust thrp.' readings,

5.04 Wlwn analy~inl-( pressur. g:radil'nts, observe
till' fnllowing' rules:

• II' t hrc« pressure reading» for a section of
('able lie on the same straight line, the cable
between the three valves should be considered
as not containing a leak.

• If Uw midpoint of three readings lies below
a line joining the other two points, the
longth of cable between these two points
should be considered as containing a leak.

• If the midpoint of three readings lies above
the line joining the other two points, the
lengt.h of cable between these two points
should be considered as having a restriction
(see Fig. fi).

5.05 In analyzing gradients for underground or
buried cable, the results should be verified

by making computations as outlined in Part 6.

5.06 The procedures outlined in this part are
based on the premise that pneumatic resistance

ruther than distance will be used as the horizontal
component of gradients where the cable section
under study is not of uniform size and gauge.

A. Typical Gradients

5.07 'I'ho examples of pressure gradient graphs
given in this section are intended to illustrate

th" basic principles of gradient work. These
examples are intended only as guides. In normal
f'icld operations, there will be cases where the
faults will not be as evident as illustrated in these
oxamples.

5.08 Example i-CableLeak-PressurePlotted
Against Distance-Cable ofUniform Size,

Type, and Gauge: The gradient plotted in Fig. 3
shows the effect of a leak in the center portion
of a cable section. On the left side of the low
point, the gradient line connecting the plotted points
at MH #fi5 an #70 is steeper in slope than that
connecting the points at MH #60 and #65. On the
ril-(ht side of the low point, the line connecting
the points at MH #70 and #75 has less slope than
that connecting the points at MH #75 and #80.

ISS 1, SECTION 637-410-504

Therefore, the leak is between MH #70 and #'i C
..

Projections should hp mad" as shown hy t.I", d:I,.;Il1'd
lines. The indicated loca: ion of till' k-ak i: al t I",
point of intersection of till'S" dashed lines.

Note: In til" cas.' of a k-ak which is "t or
very close to a valvr- point, till' I-(radil'1I1 lin,'s
connecting the low point to th« udjacr-ut poillts
on either side are both steeper in slope than
the gradient lines immediately beyond thorn.
and projections to a point of in tersoct iou
cannot be made.

5.09 Example 2-Cable Leak (Near End ofG'ablc
Section)-Pressure Plotted Against

Distance-Cable of Uniform Size, Type, and
Gauge: The gradient plotted in Fig. 4 indicates
a leak that is very close to a plug. The lines that
are to be projected can be found by observing; on
which side of the low point an irregularity in slop,'
occurs.

5.10 If a leak is near the end of a singl« fepd
cable section, the pressure at the plug is

practically the same as that at the leak, and th«
gradient has the general shape shown in Fig. 4.
The slope of the gradient line joining the plottr-d
pressures of the plug and the valve at MH #20 is
less steep than that of the gradient line between
MH #14 and #20. To locate the leak, a horizontal
line is drawn through the plotted plug pressure
and projected to its point of intersection, with a
line drawn through the point at which the change
to lesser slope occurs.

Note: 'In the case of a leak which is at an
end plug of a cable section and the line
connecting the plotted pressures of the plug
and the adjacent valve is steeper than the
adjoining gradient line, projections to a point
of intersection cannot be made.

5.11 Example 3-More Than One Cable
Leak-Pressure Plotted Against

Distance-Cable of Uniform Size, Type, and
Gauge: The gradient plotted in Fig. 5 illustrates
a length of cable with two leaks. Knowing; that
the slope of the gradient should increase as the
leak is approached, the shape of the g;radient
indicates the existence of one leak between MH # J7
and #29, and a second leak between MH #2!l and
#34. No leak intersection was obtained because
of the influence of the second leak on the gradient.
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5.12 Whore two leaks are relatively close together,
the larger leak (the lowest point of intersection)

should be located and repaired first. This will
require tho installation of additional valves in the
seetioll between MH #17 and #29 in order that the
shape of the g-radient adjacent to the leak can be
definitely determined. After the first leak is
repaired, the location of the second leak can be
determined by another set of pressure measurements.

5.13 Example 4-Cable Restrictions: Two
g-radients are plotted in Fig. 6. The upper

gradient shows the 'effect of a partial restriction.
The lower gradient shows the effect of a complete
restriction.

Note: The pressure reading at the WOO-foot
valve lies above a straight line joining the
Wo- and 1500-foot readings. This is a typical
indication of a restriction (see 5.04).

5.14 The partial restriction that sometimes occurs
at a paraffin-filled splice offers resistance

to the flow of air through the splice, and there
may be a considerable difference between the
pressures on the two sides of the restriction. A
pressure gradient graph showing such a condition
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

5.15 'I'h« solid lines represent the pressure
gradient as constructed from pressure

measurements. The error in the leak location is
due to a distortion in the graph because of a partial
restriction in a splice hetween MH #11 and #14.
This restriction obstructed the flow of air and held
the pressure on the left side of the low point to
a high value. Additional measurements taken on
eal'll side of the restriction indicated a difference
ill pressure of upproximately o.ao psi. The true
prI'SSIlI'(' gradient has the shape of the dashed line
shown 011 (he graph.

5.16 /!''xample5-CableLeak-PressurePlotted
AgainstPneumatic Resistanee-Size, Type,

and (;l/uge of Cable Not Uniform: The gradient
1'101 Ied ill ~'ig. H indicates a leak between P-30
alld 1'·:1,•. appr·oxim'l(.l'Iy fif;':, units of pneumatic
)"l'"i,';I:lIIlT IIl'yollll 1'-1,) (or (i(i", ~7.:' CC', l!l units
1"'.1°1,,1 1'·:\0). '1'0 convert this resistance to distance
I"'volld I'·:W, proceed as follows:
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Since a 25-pair 26-gauge pulp-insulated cable has
a pneumatic resistance of 50 per 1000 feel, the
length of cable required for a resistance of 1\l
units is (19 -7 50) X 1000, or :lHO feeL. The
fault is therefore indicated at 380 feet heyond
P-30.

5.17 For purposes of comparison, the same cable
condition plotted in Fig. 8 has been illustrated

again in Fig. 9 but, in this case, pressure is plotted
against distance. The relative difficulty of analyzing
this gradient as compared with the pneumatic
resistance plot in Fig. 8 is typical of cases where
the cable changes in size and gauge.

5.18 Example 6-Cable Leak-Pressure Plotted
AgainstDistance-Zero Leak Projection

Effect ofAuxiliary Source: The gradient plotted
in Fig. 10 shows the typical effect of a zero leak
and how the leak is located by making a zero
projection (leak indicated 142 feet beyond P-IO).
The dashed line on the rig-ht side of the ~rapb

shows the effect on the gradient when an auxiliary
pressure source (nitrogen cylinder) has been applied
for leak locating purposes. In this ease. tho
intersection of the projected solid and dashed lines
also indicates the leak to be 142 feet beyond polO.

6. COMPUTING LEAK LOCATION

6.01 Before excavating to clear leaks on buried
and underground cab II'S, arith m e t.icu I

computations should be made to verify the accuracy
of leak location obtained by plotting.

6.02 This method of computing the indirutcd
location of a leak is used to e l imiuut.«

inaccuracies in plotting the pressure gradil'nt. This
method does not compensate for errors in pressure
readings or pressure disturbances caused by othr-r
than the leak.

Note: Computation of a leak location should
not be made without first plotting and analyzing
the pressure gradi"nt. to determine t.h" n-liahilit y
of t.he pn'SSIIl'" I'l'adings and till' possibl,'
existence of disturbances or irr<'~lliarit.i,·,;

which may have distorted the leak gradi"nt..
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6.03 An example of the computation for a leak
is illustrated in Fig. 11. A typical work

sheet that c- n be used to accomplish this by filling
in the blank spaces and completing the indicated
computations is furnished in Fig. 12.

5. COMPUTATION:

BZ " (B) ---x (Z) ----(1)
CY - (C) ---x (Y) - --- (2)

BZ + CY** - (I) ---+ (2) - --- (3)
AI8Z+CYI .... - (A) ---x (3) ---(4)
cx - (C) __-x (x) - ___ (5)

AZ • (A) __-x (Z) • ___ (6)

CX + AZ " (5) ---+ (6) - ___ (7)

D _ (4) ---+ (7)
LEAK IS AT DISTANCE '0' BEYOND V2

I. DISTANCES:

A.VITOV2-~FT.

B • v2 TO V3 •~ FT.

( , v3 TO V4 -~ FT.

2. PRESSURE READI NGS:

'VI -~PSI
'/2 ' _8_.'_9_ PSI

»: -~PSI
V4 -~PSI

3. PRESSURE DiffERENCES:

X - VI-V2 -~ PSI
Y • V3-V2 _~ PSI

Z _ V4-V3 _ .19 PSI

4. fORMULA:

o • AIBZ! CYIex + At

WHERE DIS THE 01STANCE
fROM V2 TO THE LEAK it

I. DISTANCES:

A "VI TO V2 " FT.

B - V2 TO V3 " FT.

C - V3 TO V4 - FT.

2. PRESSURE READINGS:

VI ----PSi

V2 ----PSI
V3 - PSI

V4 " PSI

3. PRESSURE OlfFERENCES,

X - VI-V2 - --- PSI
Y - V3-V2 - PSI

Z - V4-V3 - PSI

4. FORMULA:

D-A(BZtCYj

ex +AZ

WHERE 0 IS THE DISTANCE

fROM V2 TO THE LEAK *

NOTES;

.. WHEN V2 IS GREATER THAN V3. CY IS POSITIVE.
WHEN V2 IS LESS THAN V3. CY IS NEGATIVE.

.... SUBTRACT INSTEAD OF ADDING CY WHEN V2 IS LESS THAN V3.

5. COMPUTAT I ON:
UZ (8)~ X (Z) __.1_'_
CY -(C)~x(y)~
III + cy** • (I) ~+ (2)~
A(BZ + cyJ**. (A) ~x (3)~
CX - (C) ~x (X)~
AZ - (A) ~X (Z) IIS:~9
(X+AZ (5)--'-+(6)
D • (4) 90,219.0 + (7) 234.7

LEAK 15 AT DISTANCE "D" ..BEYOND V2

NOTES:

* WHEN V2 IS GREATER THAN V3. CY IS POSITIVE.
WHEN V2 I S LESS THAN V3. CY IS NEGATIVE.

** SUBTRACT INSTEAD OF ADDING CY WHEN V2 IS LESS THAN V3.

V4VI

-~(I)
"~(2)
" --l.!L!.. (3)
• .!!!.!!!:.lL. (4)
-~(5)
- --lLY.. (6)
-~(7)
~

V4VI

Fig. II-Example of Computed Leak Lacation

7. LEAK LOCATION METHODS

7.01 The pressure sources referred to herein are
air dryers, nitrogen cylinders, or air pipe

manifolds.

Fig. 12-Computation of Leak Location (Work Sheet)

ONE- AND TWO-SOURCE METHODS

7.03 The one- and two-source methods are applicable
in the final location of a leak in underground

and buried cable. These methods provide a means
of stabilizing the pressure so that the pressure
readings at various points in the section of cabk
under test will become constant and the shape of
the gradient will not change.

A. Application

7.02 The use of the one- or two-source method
is generally sufficient for leak locating

plllp"es. However, if pressure readings for plotting
gTadi"nt must he taken during unstable pressure
conditions within the cable, the use of time pressure
curves and the two-direction method, as described
in Part 8, may he employed.

7.04 The use of the one- or two-source mPlhod
is of particular advantage under the following

conditions:

• Where the existing cable pressure is low
and it is necessary to increase the cable
to protectservice: By connecting a pressur«
source to the cable on one side (one-sourer
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method) or on each side (two-source method)
of the suspected leak location, the work of
finding the leak can continue, and at the
same tim" protection will he given to service.

• In the location ofa leak havinga relatively
flat gradient slope: By applying a pressure
source to the cable at approximately 10 pounds
p res s u r e , the pressure in the cable is
maintained at a high level at points close
to the leak. This increases the escape of
air or gas through the leak and steepens
the gradient slope, which permits a more
accurate leak location to be obtained.

• Where there is more than one leak in
the section of cable under test: By
locating the pressure source so that the
section of cable contains only one known
leak between sources or between source
and the end point, the effect of the other
leaks on the gradient is eliminated.

B. Procedure for Making Tests

7.05 Except for the first condition in 7.04, the
one- or two-source methods should not be

«rnployed without first taking a preliminary set of
pressure readings to obtain an approximate location
of the leak. Temporary close-spaced valves then
should be installed (if necessary) to obtain two,
and preferably three, evenly spaced reading points
on the side of the leak away from the end of the
section being investigated (one-source method) or
on both sides of the leak (two-source method).
The distance between the leak and the point(s) at
which the pressure source is connected should not
he any greater than necessary to obtain suitable
reading points.

Note: At least one reading point is required
between the leak and the end of the section
if the one-source method is used.

7.06 Two valves are required at each pressure
souce location. One valve is used for

connecting the pressure source. The second valve
should be located on the cable 1 to 2 feet on the
leak side of the pressure souce valve. This second
valve is used to check the charging pressure and
also as one of the pressure reading points for the
leak location measurements.

ISS I, SECTION 637-410-504

7.07 Adjust the pressure source output to at
least 1/2 pound higher than the high,'st

pressure exist.in g in the cable section. This is
necessary in ordl'r to assure that t.hr- n'glll:t!,'d
pressure at till' sOlln'l'(s) and till' ruu- of flo", 10
the leak can be maiutained at a cousuuu vnlur
during the test.

Note: It is recommended that the, SOIlJ'('"
pressure be regulated at approximately 10 psi
to ensure steep gradients and a more uccurau
leak location.

7.08 Minor adjustment of the source rei!:ulator
may be necessary after Ii or 10 minutes of

flow to obtain the desired charging pressure. Do
not change the regulator setting thereafter, as
this woulddisturb the flow anddelaystabilization
of the leak gradient.

7.09 The time required to reach a stable condition
between the source and the end of the cable

section or between sources will vary from 1/2 to
1 hour for each 1000 feet of cable under test.

7.10 To ensure that the cable section is stable
when the one-source method is used, first

take a set of pressure readings at valve points
between the source and the end of the section
and a second set of readings between the end of
the section and the source. When the two-source
method is used, first take a set of pressure readings
at valve points between the pressure sources in
one direction, and a second set of readings in the
reverse direction. If the pressure at any valve
differs by more than 0.02 pound between the first.
and second readings, it is an indication that one
of the readings is in error or that the section has
not become stabilized, and a new series of readings
should be made.

7.11 After the cable section becomes stable,
prepare a leak location graph, as described

in Part 3.

C. Example af One-Source Method

7.12 The following is an example of the one-source
method for the location of a leak ill an

underground conduit section adjacent to a plug.

7.13 A pressure sourer was connoctcd at MH It:l7
at a charging pressure of x.70 pounds, The

pressure was read at intervals at MH #40 at the
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SECTION 637-410-504

end of the section until a stable condition was
indicated by the 1:10 PM reading, as shown in
Fig. 13. Pressure measurements then were obtained
at all valve points, as described in 7.10.

7.14 Figure 14 is the leak location gradient plotted
from the readings shown in Fig. 13. The

indicated leak location is at the intersection of the
extension of a straight line connecting the measured

pressures at MH #38 and #39, with a horizontal
straight line drawn through the measured pressure
at #40.

D. Example of Two-Source Method

7.15 The following is an example of application
of the two-source method of leak location.

TIME OF VALVE LOCATIONS

READING
MH #37 MH#38 MH #39 MH #40

9:20 AM 8.70

9:40 AM 6.23

9:50 AM 8.70

11:30 AM 7.97

12:00 N 7.97

1:10 PM 7.97

1:20 PM 8.70

1:30 PM 8.37

1:40 PM 8.05

1:50 PM 7.97

2:00 PM 8.05

2:10 PM 8.37

2:20 PM 8.70

Fig. 13-0ne-Cylinder Method (Data Sheet)
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AIR PRESSURE TESTING - GRAPH OF PRESSURE READINGS
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SECTION 637-410-504

7.16 Two sources were connected at P #1 and
P #6, with a charging pressure of 8.00 pounds.

The pressure was read at intervals at P #3 near
the midpoint of the section until a stable condition
was indicated by the 2:00 PM reading, as shown
in Fig. 15. Pressure measurements then were
obtained at all valve points, as described in 7.10.

7.17 Figure 16 is the leak location gradient plotted
from the readings shown in Fig. 15.

8. OTHER LEAK LOCATION METHODS

TIME-PRESSURE CURVES

8.01 Time-pressure curves provide an accurate
method of correcting for the changes in cable

pressure during the interval of time required to
take a set of pressure readings for leak location
purposes.

TIME OF VALVE LOCATIONS

READING
P#l P#2 P#3 P#4 p#s P#6

11:10 AM 8.00

11:20 AM 8.05

11:45 AM 7.26

12:10 PM 7.45

1:15 PM 7.47

2:00 PM 7.47

2:10 PM 8.00

2:20 PM 7.74

2:25 PM 7.47

2:30 PM 7.44

2:40 PM 7.73

2:50 PM 8.05

3:00 PM 7.73

3:10 PM 7.44

3:15 PM 7.47

3:20 PM 7.74

3:30 PM 8.00

Fig. 15-Two-Cyllnder Method (Doto Sheet)
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AIR PRESSURE TESTING - GRAPH OF PRESSURE READINGS
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SECTION 637-410-504

8.02 Time-pressure curves require an elaborate
measuring procedure initially; however,

verified measurements are obtained, and the
behavior of the gradient over a period of time is
known. This reduces the number of unknown
factors that must be considered in analyzing the
possible causes of irregularities in the shape of
the gradient.

A. Procedurel for Making Telt

8.03 The time-pressure curves method should not
be employed without first taking a preliminary

set of pressure readings to obtain an approximate
location of the leak. Temporary close-spaced valves
tben should be installed so as to obtain three
evenly spaced valve points on each side of the
leak.

8.04 If the preliminary measurements indicate
that the cable pressure is low, the cable

should be charged to a higher value, using either
of the methods described in Part 7.

8.05 The procedures for making the test are as
follows:

(a) Starting at the first valve point on one side
of the leak, measure the pressure at each

valve to the first valve point on the other side
of the leak. Record the time of each measurement
to the nearest minute. Repeat the measurement
three times so as to obtain four sets of readings,
as shown in Fig. 17. The direction of travel
along the cable should be the same for each set
of readings.

(b) Plot the measurements on Form E-1017 or
similar graph paper, using the horizontal

scale to plot time in minutes. A convenient
time scale is obtained by allowing 10 minutes
for each 1I2-inch block (see Fig. 18).

(c) Plot the pressure valves for each valve
separately and connect the four points with

straight lines before proceeding with the next
valve. The result will be a series of curves
showing the variation of pressure with time for
each valve point, as shown in Fig. 18.

VALVE NO.1 VALVE NO.2 VALVE NO.3

TIME PRESSURE TIME PRESSURE TIME PRESSURE
(PM) (PSI) (PM) (PSI) (PM) (PSI)

1:00 7.83 1:08 7.62 1:16 7.29

2:00 7.69 2:08 7.48 2:16 7.15

3:00 7.55 3:09 7.34 3:18 7.01

4:04 7.41 4:13 7.20 4:23 6.87

VALVE NO.4 VALVE NO.5 VALVE NO.6

TIME PRESSURE TIME PRESSURE TIME PRESSURE
(PM) (PSI) (PM) (PSI) (PM) (PSI)

1:26 7.23 1:35 7.50 1:42 7.68

2:26 7.09 2:34 7.36 2:43 7.54

3:27 6.95 3:37 7.22 3:46 7.40

4:32 6.81 4:44 7.08 4:50 7.26

Fig. 17-Data Sheet (Time-Prellure Curves)
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AIR PRESSURE TESTING - GRAPH OF PRESSURE READINGS
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SECTION 637-410-504

Note: Lack of parallelism or other irregularities
in the time-pressure curves is an indication
of temperature changes, leaky connections,
unequalized pressure, or other disturbances in
the pressure gradient. In this case, the cause
of the irregularity should be determined and
Steps (a) through (c) repeated. If the leak
is very small, there may be .no measurable
decrease in pressure during the time required
to take the four sets of readings. In this
case, the time-pressure curves will be horizontal
straight lines which will nevertheless be helpful
in verifying the accuracy dependability of the
meas urements.

(d) If the time-pressure curves appear consistent,
select a time when the curves are parallel

and draw a vertical line on the time-pressure.
curves graph, as shown in Fig. 18. Repeat this
procedure for two other selected times.

(e) Pick off and record the pressure values for
each valve for the times selected in Step

(d), as shown in Fig. 19.

(f) Plot a leak location graph (Fig. 20) from
the values listed in Fig. 19. The indicated

leak location will be the average of the leak
intersections obtained from these gradients.

VALVE PRESSURE VALUES

NUMBER
1:50 PM 2:50PM 4:00PM

1 7.71 7.58 7.42

2 7.52 7.38 7.23

3 7.21 7.07 6.92

4 7.17 7.03 6.88

5 7.46 7.32 7.17

6 7.66 7.52 7.37

Fig. 19-Pressure Values From Time-Pressure Curves
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AIR PRESSURE TESTING - GRAPH OF PRESSURE READINGS
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SECTION 637-410-504

TWO-DIRECTION METHOD

8.06 The two-direction method provides an
approximate correction for the changes in

nthle' pressure during the interval of time required
t<, Lake a sd of pressure readings for leak location
pllrposes.

A. Procedures for Making Tesl

8.07 The proced ures for making the test are as
follows:

(a) Select for the pressure measurements not
less than three valve points on each side of

Lhe suspected leak location.

(b) Starting on one side of the leak, read and
record the pressure along the cable at the

selected points on each side of the leak. Record
time of each reading, allowing sufficient time
between readings to assure being able to take
the measurements in the same interval of time
on the return trip.

(c) Upon reading the farthest valve, immediately
start on the return trip, reading and recording

all valves in reverse order. Allow the same
interval of time between consecutive readings
as required on the first trip.

(d) Average the two readings at each valve
and prepare a leak location graph, as described

in Part 4, using these average values.

8.08 An example of the Two-Dirert.ion Method
Data Sheet is illustrated in Fig. 21.

INTERVAL FIRST SET SECOND SET AVG PRESSURE
VALVE BETWEEN OF READINGS OF READINGS VALUES TO

NUMBER READINGS
TIME PRESSURE TIME PRESSURE

BE PLOTTED
(MINI

(PM) (PSO (PM) (PSI)
(SEE NOTE)

1 - 1:00 6.56 2:50 6.48 6_52

2 15 1:15 6.52 2:35 6.46 6.49

3 10 1:25 6.47 2:25 6.43 6.45

4 15 1:40 6.45 2:10 6.43 6.44

5 5 1:45 6.49 2:05 6.47 6.48

6 10 1:55 6.52 - - 6.52

Note: Leak location graph is prepared from the average pressure values shown in this column.

Fig. 21-0010 Sheel (Two-Direction Melhod)
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